
HOW TO WRITE A SHORT STORY DESCRIPTION

I like writing descriptions for my stories about as much as I like eating Short Story Structures: Several Ways Of
Structuring Short Fiction Â· Short.

Never give everything away. Remember, people are looking for a reason to not buy your book , so having a
good book description is key to keeping them on the purchasing track. What are actions that can result from
this situation? Most descriptions are broken up into two paragraphs, but some are kept at one, and some run to
three. In a thriller, your character might find himself in physical danger, a life or death situation. If you went
ahead and got your list of prompts, or if you already have an idea of your own, start your outline! Tension is
created by opposition between the character or characters and internal or external forces or conditions.
Encourage reader identification with characters and scenarios that pleasantly or unpleasantly resonate with
their own sweet dreams or night sweats. Alternately, if it actually exists you may prefer to look at it or a
photograph directly. This Scribe Book School video details the exact process we use to write the perfect book
description. If you outlined your story this process should be relatively pain-free. Three things make this good:
1. This is especially true for prescriptive books how-to, self-help, motivational, etc. Set Up the Plot Plot is
what happens, the storyline, the action. He commits suicide. Spots are limited! This can be anything from
loving yourself to ignoring societal expectations. Tim then makes specific promises about the information in
the book, both about things that have happened, and things it will teach you. This description almost forces
you to read this book. Symbolic Image. Setting or aspect of setting resolves the plot. It quickly establishes the
author credentials, it immediately states the huge social question it addresses, and it does so in a way that
creates an emotional reaction from the readerâ€”questions of equality are highly emotionally charged. Hold
fictional characters more accountable than real people. People are always looking for a reason to move on to
the next thing. Will it make them happy or rich?


